


At PornNodes there are no headaches. No matter
what size you are, you are welcome. We are a big
family. Well, let's not go too far...

Let's start with how to become a WL. 

It is very simple. No unnecessary crazy missions
like on other projects. You just have to send us a
nude with your nickname. The first 30 we receive
will get a WL and an exclusive gift 

Is it included? 

Summary

The Director, Jacky

Jacky



Well, I think we got rid of the opportunists, I hope
we won't get too many nudes...

Here is the real table of contents: 

Summary

A) Presentation & Explanation

B) Operation & Tokenomics

C) Launch Details

"The longer the better"



PornNodes Nodes is the new protocol of the
Avalanche ecosystem 

The price of a node is from $10PORN to $80PORN
with daily rewards of 3.5% per day to about 10%.

It all depends on the strategy you adapt. The best
moves will always be one step ahead 

Creating nodes will allow you to earn a passive
income for life.

Let's take a closer look at it. 

Presentation &
Explanation



Presentation &
Explanation

We have 3 different types of Node: 

1) BOOBIES NODE : 10 TOKEN NEED - Earn : 3,5%  
Claim tax : 20%

2) BOOTY NODE : 20 TOKEN NEED + 1 NODE
BOOBIES - Earn : 3,5%
Claim tax : 15%

 
3) PUSSY NODE : 40 TOKEN NEED + 1 NODE
BOOTY - Earn : 3,5%
Claim tax : 10%



Operation & Tokenomics

Let's look at our tokenomic and its distribution. 

"Hit me in the back"
TOTAL = 2 000 000 $PORN

125 000k $PORN ($PORN/$AVAX in Trader Joe)

100k $PORN That will not be possible to sell
at first.

1 775 000 $PORN Rewards 



25% sales tax the first day
15% sales tax the second day
10% sales tax on the third day
7.5% sales tax on the fourth day
5% permanent until we remove it about 2 weeks
after launch

Why such a high sales tax on the first day?
 
Because we don't like robots. So why bother with
them? 

Here is the tax distribution. 

You can see that it decreases and then disappears
completely. 

Operation & Tokenomics 

SELL TAX : 



CLAIM TAX : 

You thought you were in a free country? No, here we
love taxes. 

Don't think they are there to hurt you... No! They are
put in place to avoid too much selling pressure and
therefore they are also meant to encourage the
creation of nodes. The % of tax can vary depending on
the node you own, it's up to you to create the best
strategy. 

Taxes ranges from 10% to 20% maximum

Operation & Tokenomics 



Launch Details

Initial LP: $10 000 in AVAX / 125 000 - This
liquidity will be added directly on TraderJoe 

$PORN : $20 000 in total 
Launch price: $0.08
Max Buy : 2000 $PORN 
MAX Wallet : 6000 $PORN

Transfer tax: 50% 
The goal is to avoid bots and whales.

⚠ Beware, we hate people who do not respect
the rules. 

In a striptease you can't touch, here it's the same.
We do not allow people to enter until there is an
official announcement directly on twitter or on
discord (which will soon be available.)



Our goal is not only to get your panties wet, we
also want something that lasts. To make it simple,
we will reduce the % yields afterwards to avoid
too much selling pressure. 

Yes, but when will you tell me? 

There is no exact date. It will depend on the
selling pressure, but we will reduce the rewards
between 2 and 4 weeks after the launch. 

Which promises an explosive launch 

Launch Details



Captain, is there a WL?

Launch Details

After the community's vote, we decided to not
make a pre-sale and therefore their won't be a WL
for people to buy the token in advance. However,
the project's WL will get a NODE but will not have
access to the token. 

To be fair for all. 



Launch Details

This is what all P2E games or nodes look like :

This is what we want to prevent. 
This solution isn't viable. It attracts many people but will
simply sink. Nobody wants that. 

So we have been looking for the best compromise to
combine attractiveness and longevity of the project. Hence
the importance of taxes at the beginning. But that's not all.

During the first week we will ensure a high enough % on
the Nodes to keep it very interesting. Afterwards we will
manage the % of the Nodes to make them robust and
regular income Nodes.

We are also working on other mechanisms
quite..interesting 



Launch Details

We stop you right away. Even in our wildest dreams this
curve is not possible, even if it is the one we all prefer. But...

This is typically the graphic we are looking for at PornNodes. 
As we have already covered, several solutions will be
implemented. We will also look at the BURN of a part of the
supply, the buyback, the changes in the yield. Everything is
done here to get closer to perfection. 

Don't be fooled, this is where you will be able to climb to
heaven. 
Let's get the condoms ready, it's going to be a blast 



Will you accept to enter the
dance? 


